LORDS GAME FOR FRONT FOOT DRIVE
2 teams, 1 bats first and the other fields first.
Each batter has set number of goes
Batter uses front foot drive to hit ball from tee between the cones. 1 run scored if ball hit past first line of cones, 2 past second and 4 if hit past final line of cones.
Fielders position themselves no closer then 10m from the bat in the scoring zone to prevent runs.

EASIER/HARDER
Use a drop or bobble feed rather than hit off the cone.
Batter can score extra run by running to first line and back before fielders return ball to keeper at the second set of stumps(extra 2 runs for second line). If they attempt a run and fielders get the ball to the keeper's stumps before batter is back that is out.
Can add in other methods of dismissal such as caught and bowled.
Batter loses 5 runs for being out or that ends their innings.
Possibly only award runs for shots hit along the ground.
Use bigger balls or tennis rackets to make contact easier.